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Plot
The end of summer in 'LIKE NEVER BEFORE' also means the end of a life.
Vladimír Holas (Jiří Schmitzer), a painter, is dying. His country home in the
middle of a beautiful landscape is his last resort, the death is unavoidable and he
doesn't want to die in a hospital. The film has three key characters, the main
hero and two women: Karla (Petra Špalková), around thirty five, is somewhat
similar to her partner in life: a painter, bohemian, doesn't flinch at using bad
language. Jaruna (Taťjana Medvecká), on the other hand, is very different from
the other two, a married nurse of approximately fifty five and the maestro's
former lover. The three of them lead useless battles against death, against
themselves and among themselves – which brings a form of relief to each of
them.

Synopsis
The end of summer in 'LIKE NEVER BEFORE' also means the end of a life.
Vladimír Holas, a painter, sculptor and teacher in a small town, is dying. He's
made many beautiful paintings – but not as great as he'd wished them to be. He
didn't join the Communist party or the Fine Artists Union; he didn't sell out to the
Communist regime. His country home in the middle of a beautiful landscape is
his last resort, the death is unavoidable and he doesn't want to die in a hospital.
He wants to fall standing, just like he lived.
The film has three key characters, the
main hero and two women: Karla,
around thirty five, is somewhat similar
to her partner in life: a painter,
bohemian, doesn't flinch at using bad
language. Jaruna, on the other hand, is
very different from the other two, a
married nurse of approximately fifty five
and the maestro's former lover. The
three of them lead useless battles
against death, against themselves and
among themselves – which brings a
form of relief to each of them.
At the beginning of the film, we see Holas still trying to paint and create art, and
get mad at his lack of strength. He doesn't yet know his energy will disappear
like water in hot sand that everything will go so fast. The circumstances force
him into bed - his death bed. All he can do is have it dragged out of the house a
few times to watch stars or lie by the open fire…
The two women eventually grow closer to each other. They are different, but that
doesn't stop them from concentrating on what's really important.Markéta
Bidlasová, the author of the screenplay, presents this cruel world without
artificial sweetener, through powerful situations and three-dimensional
supporting characters who do not understand Karla and Jaruna's truculent care
of Vladimír, or their 'coexistence' and revolt against it. Tomáš, the main hero's
son, also makes appearance and finds it hard to come to grips with realising that

he is so similar to his father in many ways that he cares about him despite years
of denial. In the film, dying is no easy matter, caring for a dying person is an
ordeal. Just like in life.
You can find out who you are when
you are close to death. Then again
you may not. Each of us can
become a primitive, running after
the illusion of a win, or a person
happy with their life. Ordinary?
Boring? Banal life? Possibly, but
only until we find out it's about to
end and there's no way to get it
back.

From the makers of Jako nikdy:
ZDENĚK TYC – director, screenplay co-author
"I was strangely attracted to making a movie about death, I read the first draft
at the age of 54, my father died when he was 56, it was a challenge."
PETRA ŠPALKOVÁ – Karla
"I liked Karla from the first page. She's an affectionate and good person, but also
a tough character who doesn't believe in kid gloves. She's living through a very
difficult period, but her posing and hardness toward other people is based on
loyalty and reliability, on a feeling that it's not possible to leave someone who's
sick."
TAŤJANA MEDVECKÁ – Jaruna:
"For me, the entire filming was a dream. I got a text offering me the part from
the director on July 8th, I saved it, that's why I know the date. I was in Malta at
the time and started reading the script the next day. And filming started within
a month! No conflicts, great team, professional work. I was very curious to see
the film. And I'm very pleased with it.“
JIŘÍ SCHMITZER – Vladimír
"It took several months for them to persuade me to take the part. I guess they
couldn't find anyone else this thin who looks like they are going to die in a few
days."
MARKÉTA BIDLASOVÁ – story and screenplay
"I started thinking about this topic six years ago, after I lost a child in a relatively
late part of pregnancy and my father was battling with cancer. I wanted to find
out how to cope, wanted to understand what death was."
ONDŘEJ TROJAN – producer
"This is our thirteenth feature, and the third one we shot mostly outside of
Prague. The other two during whose shooting the entire crew stayed on location,
Musíme si pomáhat (Divided we fall) and Želary (Zelary), were nominated for the
Oscar. I hope the same thing happens to this film."

ZDENĚK TYC – director, screenplay co-author

INTERVIEW
Why have you decided to film
this screenplay in particular?
I was strangely attracted to
making a movie about death, I
read the first draft at the age of
54, my father died when he was
56, it was a challenge.
Are you not afraid that the
topic of death may not be the
most
popular
in
today's
consumer times?
I'm not afraid. Our film is better
than sceptics think.
You are also listed as the co-author of the screenplay. How did your
cooperation with Markéta Bidlasová look like?
I have been through many versions of the screenplay with her and I kept asking
if some things could be different. She welcomed some suggestions and rewrote
the motives, I then wrote some more. Without her knowing. But she accepted
them – retrospectively, after they were filmed.
Your film is not exactly a placable story by the dying person's bed. The
protagonists are no strangers to swearing. Do you think this also
happens in real life?
It can, but it doesn't have to, depends on the people involved. But our
protagonists are believable. They feel alive.
You managed to get great actors for the film. Was it difficult?
No it wasn't. The screenplay was very good and very impressive, which doesn't
happen that often to actors. Plus, our actors know and respect each other. Jiří
Schmitzer, for instance, was Taťjana Medvecká's boyfriend in "Marečku, podejte
mi pero" [Marecek, pass the pen!]. That's quite sweet, isn't it?
How did the shooting go?
The screenplay is well written, but it's made up of words. Shooting a film is like
bringing a butterfly out of its chrysalis, I hope "Like never before" takes to the
air and will soar. We changed many things on the set, all actors have strengths
and weaknesses - sometimes they are not good at something. We always try to
bring up the good in dialogues. The crew helped a lot - they were great.
Professionals and with a genuine interest in the thing itself. If it wasn't for the
stress, the shooting would be pure joy.
What do you hope Like never before says to the audience?

Try figuring out that life means LIVING. Everything else is unimportant…
Can you imagine being in one of the protagonists' shoes?
I imagined myself in all of their shoes - can't you tell from the film?

BIOGRAPHY
Director and screenwriter Zdeněk Tyc was born on 16 April
1956 in Rokycany, near Prague. He worked as a cable puller
for the Czechoslovak Television and an assistant director at
Barrandov studios, amongst other jobs. From 1983 to 1990,
he studied directing at FAMU. His graduation film and debut
feature was VOJTĚCH THE ORPHAN (1989). Filmed in black
and white, it was regarded as one of the most noteworthy
debuts at the time, won the Main Prize at the Czech and
Slovak Film Festival in Bratislava, and was the Czechoslovak
entry for the Oscars. It also won the Jury Grand Prix at a
festival of debut films in Angers in France.
After graduating from FAMU Tyc began working for the Czechoslovak Television,
where he directed the slapstick THE BALL, the launch of a record by the Sklep
Theatre, a profile of the rock band Vltava and a number of live concerts at the Na
Chmelnici Club. In 1991, he filmed the short story THE JOURNEY with Tomáš
Hanák in the main role as part of the Fireside Stories series for the producer
Ondřej Trojan’s company T.H.A.
In 1993, he made RAZOR BLADES with Filip Topol in the main role; Topol is a
cult figure in the Czech underground and the leader of the band Psí vojáci. The
film won the prestigious French Fondation GAN Pour le Cinema award; it was
screened at major festivals in Berlin and Toronto and at a workshop in
Gothenburg held by the European Film Academy, where it was chosen by Wim
Wenders. In 1995, it was followed by Tyc's third feature film SEIZE THE DAY.
He took a break from films and worked for the Czech Television again, filming
the series POETRY IS A FOREIGN WORD (1996 – 1999) in collaboration with
Jiří Dědeček and Patrik Hoznauer. Since 1996, he and Tereza Brdečková have
been filming a series of interviews with the elderly called I’M STILL HERE.
Another project was the documentary trilogy YES, MASARYK in 1997. A year
later he made a two-part documentary called DVOŘÁK IN AMERICA.
His 2002 feature film THE BRATS was a psychological drama with a screenplay
by Tereza Boučková. This intimate story of a couple who are raising two adopted
Roma boys as well as their own son was screened at the Karlovy Vary
International Film Festival in 2002, where it won the Audience Award. It also won
the best director award at the Istanbul film festival in 2002.
His other work for Czech Television includes WE DON’T KNOW THE MEANING
OF TIME (2003), the documentary BON APPÉTIT (2004), a series of television
plays 3+1 WITH MIROSLAV DONUTIL (2004 – 2006) and a number of
episodes in the 13TH CHAMBER series. Together with the Total HelpArt T.H.A.
production, he directed a series of stand-up comedy shows, STAND UP, for
HBO.
A special chapter in his work as a director is a television recording of a
performance of the play IVÁNEK, MATE, CAN YOU SPEAK; OR GET HIM OUT

THEN (2005) in which a couple of actors, Petr Čtvrtníček and Jiří Lábus, reflect
on a corruption scandal in Czech football.
His fifth feature film SMALL CELEBRATIONS (2008) was a Czech, Slovak and
Italian coproduction that tells the tale of the relationship between a mother and
her daughter, growing up and losing innocence against a backdrop of salsa
rhythms. His latest film, LIKE NEVER BEFORE, will premiere in 2013.

